
This week:  

In this week’s issue we discuss the pullback in Bitcoin and Ethereum.

We also revisit our analysis of the futures market and look at Bitcoin basis, altcoin 
funding, open interest, and liquidations.

Oh, and our newsletter is two years old this month. Woo. 

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin Pulls Back to Weekly
Structure

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/euprsepP/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/YbbfcWd1/
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Bitcoin/Dollar is retesting its weekly breakout ($55800-$60000).

As per last week’s issue, weekly breakouts are bullish until they aren’t. The technical 
case for strength in Bitcoin/Dollar is largely predicated on the weekly range high 
breakout. That hasn’t been threatened yet. It is currently being tested as support.

This weekly range high is a compelling line in the sand for directional bias. If the 
breakout turns into a failed breakout, which would be strongly implied by a weekly 
close below $55800, then our bias would shift bearish.

When failed breakouts form, two setups become attractive. 

First, buying the reclaim of the failed breakout. As convoluted as that may sound, the 
logic is rather straightforward. Markets rarely form double failed breakouts. There’s 
usually one trap setup, and if that same level is later reclaimed, it’s usually a good 
continuation signal. A second failed breakout is far less probable than simple 
continuation. Accordingly, if this weekly range high fails to act as support and if 
knife-catching the higher low isn’t to your liking, waiting for a reclaim is one of the 
best setups that will emerge from the ugliness.

Second, punting the higher low. Higher highs do not always lead to immediate 
continuation. Sometimes the market looks for a higher low before resuming the 
uptrend. Breaking the weekly range high was the higher high, so perhaps a deeper 
higher low is in order. A prime candidate for that in Bitcoin/Dollar is the $50000 
area, which is comprised of multi-time frame support at $52000 as well as $48000.

To summarise, the market is at weekly support ($55800-$60000). Our bullish bias is 
intact only so long as support is intact. Below $55800 on a weekly basis, our bias will 
shift bearish in the short to medium term. Two options emerge: buying the $60000 
reclaim and/or do-or-die punting the higher low around $50000.



https://blockfolio.com/


2. Ethereum’s Trend Tumbles  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/uqcgUoRr/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/11kunEie/
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Ethereum/Dollar’s orderly daily trend has been broken. It is trading close to its 
weekly range high around $4000.

In last week’s issue we wrote about the inherently untrustworthy uptrend. For once, 
Cred’s ‘staircase up, elevator down’ price action PTSD was vindicated.

Similar to Bitcoin/Dollar, the weekly range high is an inflection point. $4000 is 
support and it’s intact until proven otherwise. If it’s lost, our bias will be bearish in 
the short to medium term.

This daily trend shift is worth taking seriously. It’s the first significant daily lower 
low since the bottom in September. Ethereum’s seamless march has seemingly been 
interrupted. In other words, the market is still above weekly support at $4000 (good) 
but daily trend just broke down (less good). How are these two reconciled? There are 
a couple of options.

First, do-or-die punt $4000 and ‘call the bluff’ on the daily breakdown. This is the 
setup that maximises risk-to-reward the most as you’ll be fading the nuke and 
opting to do business at the extremes. Not for everyone.

Second, wait for daily trend reclaim. Getting back above the nearest daily market 
structure level at $4600 would be good evidence of continuation.

Both those ideas are contingent on $4000 holding. If it doesn’t, we’ll be faced with 
some really ugly-looking triple top weekly fakeout thing. At that point, do-or-die 
higher low around $3000 (Duck doesn’t love this idea) and/or wait for $4000 reclaim 
to enter (given the same double failed breakout logic is applicable in this instance).

To summarise, if $4000 remains intact, looking for wicks at the extreme of support 
to maximise risk-to-reward and/or a reclaim of $4600 are reasonable trend 
continuation scenarios. If $4000 falls, our bias will shift, and the playbook changes 
slightly: one last roll of the dice around $3000, or boomer conservative trade it by 
waiting for a $4000 reclaim.



3. Crypto Futures Flattened  

https://ibb.co/8gHKqDV

https://ibb.co/bNPBj75
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Image 1: Bitcoin Quarterly Basis Annualised

The first image is Bitcoin quarterly basis annualised, which is down to near single 
digits.

These numbers are simply another way of looking at premia in the futures market. 

One way is funding rates i.e. the variable financing cost of being long/short perpetual 
swaps, with the rate being a product of the difference between the index/spot price 
and the price of the perpetual swap. 

Another way is to look at quarterly basis annualised, which is very similar: quarterly 
futures have an expiry (unlike perpetual swaps) and instead of a funding 
mechanism, they must converge to spot price upon expiry. The difference between 
spot price and future price is called the basis. It’s sometimes also seen as the ‘risk-
free rate’ in crypto. In short, it gives an indication of how much of a 
premium/discount there is in the futures market.

Annualised basis is down. At the recent peak in November, basis reached around 17%. 
Now, with price 11% lower at the time of writing, basis is around 10%. This is quite a 
meaningful contraction given the relatively small correction and absence of large 
liquidations.

Historically, backwardation (quarterly futures trading below spot price) has been a 
good bottom signal, especially if it’s the product of a massive liquidation cascade. 
Doesn’t mean it has to happen, and it usually gets arbed almost instantly, but worth 
keeping in mind nonetheless as a signal.

In summary, there’s no real froth in Bitcoin quarterly futures at the time of writing. 
Near single digit basis around $60000 is quite reasonable, especially given that the 
market was at multiples of that figure when it reached $60000 the first time. If we 
nuke, backwardation would likely be a good short-term (at least) bottom signal.

Image 2: Bybit Altcoin Futures Data

The second image is an overview of Bybit’s altcoin futures, courtesy of Laev1tas.

A recurring trend over the past few months is that even if Bitcoin futures look 
reasonable, the market can get dragged down by too much unrewarded aggressive 
positioning in altcoin futures.

Last time we wrote about altcoin APRs, most of them were at 200-300%. Following 
yesterday’s price action, a lot of the leverage got flattened and most altcoins are 
relatively cheap from a financing perspective compared to where they were 
previously.

https://app.laevitas.ch/dashboard/derivs/bybit


In previous issues we had our reservations about altcoins on the basis (ha ha) that 
the majors looked unclear and financing was extortionate. This week, the argument 
becomes more tenable e.g. dip to weekly support in Bitcoin/Dollar, liquidations slow 
down, futures flattened, and punting some altcoins for the bounce.

We’re not articulating an explicit trade idea there, but more so highlighting the fact 
that Bitcoin/Dollar is an area of support and futures look more reasonable than 
before. If it dips again, they’ll be even cheaper. It’s a much better environment in 
which to look for setups than the aforementioned 200-300% APRs.

At the very least, if we get another leg down, we must shake our fists at Bitfinex 
sellers, not altcoin futures long holders. For once, and for now, they’re not to blame.

Image 3: Aggregated Price Chart, Open Interest, and Liquidations

The third image contains three main features: price, open interest, and liquidations.

The basic premise is that open interest is near all-time highs in Bitcoin/Dollar (as 
you’d expect, given price is as well) but there has been a notable absence of 
liquidations.

Over the past few weeks, every little dip was met with cheers for the “flush”, 
implying that swathes of aggressive traders were forcibly removed from the market, 
thus clearing the way for continued bullish price action.

In our view, this claim does not really stand to scrutiny given the absence of large 
liquidations, both on an absolute and a relative basis.

If you consider the ‘flash crash’ in early September from $52000 to $42000, $700M 
in longs were liquidated. Even the orders and technical pullback in late September 
managed $300M in long liquidations at the bottom, and that was after $280M had 
been liquidated the previous day.

This current dip that has set Twitter ablaze has, at the time of writing, liquidated a 
mere $220M. Before that the biggest day was a paltry $140M in late October.

To summarise, large liquidations are not a prerequisite in an uptrend. But they 
happen a lot in this market, and haven’t happened for some time. Market could go to 
$70000-$80000 and then tick that box, or it could do so on a break of support. In 
any case, we thought we’d provide some context and reiterate that we’ve had 
smooth sailing from a liquidations point of view for some time now, and celebrations 
of flushes/resets are largely unfounded.

Image 4: Global Open Interest

Liquidation events come with large decreases in open interest as those bankrupt 
positions are forcibly closed.



Our argument in the previous section, that we simply haven’t seen unwinds of any 
meaningful magnitude, is supported by looking at decreases in open interest during 
liquidation events.

The April correction led to a decrease from $44B to $35B. May took us from $42B to 
$22B. September’s field trip was from $45B to $31B.

Presently, our open interest peak was at $54B and the market is at $45B at the time 
of writing. 

To summarise, tailor your expectations for the type of market moves that would 
constitute a leverage wipeout. Not every red candle is some mass liquidation event 
that fully resets the market to go back up, especially if open interest barely budges.
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